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 Original.Citing the style gaffes committed by the majority of women, a useful resource on how to
dress effectively whilst avoiding style mistakes provides for a woman's professional, personal,
and special occasion wardrobes while sharing a huge selection of sample photos made to help
women gown with their strengths. 100,000 initial printing.
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 However I finally learned what to do with my pear form body. This publication is a great style
guideline for potential fashionistas. Some had been funny and produced me laugh and some
offered me some motivation for actual outfits. (if that is a good word) Mostly though, focus on
what they are showing you. I must say i liked reading it and laughing at a number of the don'ts. I
think I will make copies of a few of the do pics to consider with me the next time I shop. A current
issue of Glamour Magazine could have probably the most current Do's and Don'ts. Dr. I could
understand one pic displaying us that people shouldn't present our nipples and thong underwear
but there have been several pics of that and I experienced it was unnecessary. Easy to read,
visual guide to today's fashions This book is an excellent guide for the average woman
negotiating the pitfalls of dressing well in today's world. A must have This is one of the essential
style 101 books. The very best strength of this book is that it displays true women wearing real
clothes, identifies what's right or incorrect with each appear, and WHY. This book would be
particularly ideal for young women to get a sense of what is stylish and functions for them, as
opposed to falling victim to the next fashion fad. Gotta get it! This book is completely for each
woman who after getting the most recent Glamour sold, instantly starts the hunt for the do's and
don'ts!! If you want to be studied seriously as wifey material, girlfriend material, or you are
wedded. helpful and hilarious I came across this book very helpful - although some would tell you
'well it's obvious that you shouldnt go out wearing only fishnets and a skirt that doesnt cover
your butt', this publication really opens your eyes to examining yourself before you walk out the
entranceway and considering the way you really look. It's worth reviewing from time to time for
the expert advice on styles for each "body." Fun Book! I enjoyed this book it really is cute for
every gal who loves fashion but it is a once more than read 90% images and We imagine in a few
years it could be dated assistance in the book. Some of the fashion don't are really obvious. I
liked the tips on how to dress for different times like function, picnic, reunion, ex-boyfriend, brand-
new years eve, etc. I Didn't Like It As an adolescent I subscribed to Glamour magazine, and loved
the style Do's and Don't's section. I was disappointed when I got this book and noticed that the
authors acquired included a great many photos of bare breasts and behinds. Any physique may
become plus size. This publication was embarrassing and I sure didn't want to buy laying around
for my family to look at, so I returned it. If you were afraid of shopping before, hopefully this will
offer tools to you and that means you will go out shopping more prepared. a weekend afternoon
read Nothing at all really new. I really like this reserve, BUY IT!Like the Magazine Glamour used to
have a dos and don'ts section in the back of each months problem of their magazine and this
reminded me personally exactly of that. The only thing I didn't like was sometimes it looked like
they went and had taken pics at a playboy event or something and threw those in only for
sensationalism. I teach university students who make all the mistakes which are don'ts. Seeing
an image in another section of their fantasy globe brings house the ridiculous, ignorant, in poor
taste and inappropriate graphically. When I state dress as though you will definitely a job
interview, I need not draw a picture. Perfect Fashion Publication for Real World Women This book
breaks it all just how down. That's almost every woman I know! This book is ideal for ladies who
are elegant and want to leave something to imagination. This publication demonstrates how to
appear conservative sexy, but nor bombshell (formfitting) or club wear type sexy. This book isn't
a typical outrageous fashion book. It offers you fashion tips of what realy works and what
doesn't. I cherished it when I first examined it out of my library. Remember Instyle's or People's
style magazines tend to be more realistic styled real life fashionista magazine, but not over the
best like the other magazines. This book would work for realistic design for the real world. I was
fun and enjoyed to read and appearance at the images. I'm address one thing; Plus Size isn't a



body shape, but it is a size. I felt that the women photographed for most of the "don't" images
hadn't made mistakes popular -- they just had no feeling of propriety. Petite and Tall isn't a body
shape, however they are heights. Anyone who's natural (with afro textured hair) or African
descendent, they offered great examples of us in their book. It would be nice to have significantly
more to do examples, than not to do. With so many style excesses marketed relentlessly each
time of year, most women have difficulty putting together a closet that works - aside from one
that doesn't make them look ridiculous every once in awhile. Just a good sense picture book
detailing what females should and really should not do popular. The book is divided into
categories of don'ts but also shows how exactly to do that look or design in a far more
fashionally accepted manner. The images are comprehensive, useful and honest, and selecting
the celebs in the worst dressed sections is usually amusing. How one person first wears one
clothing and tries another on that makes them stand out, thus be GLAMOURFIED. Capacity to
those who wish to clothe themselves in bizarre fashions, but I bought the book to help make a
method statement and it had been quite useful. That is a great reserve to show you what things
to wear and how to use it. 5 stars! Glamour's Big Publication of Dos and Don'ts I really like this
book. This book isn't about searching high maintenance or flashy ostentatious superstar design.
Don't expect it to be like Vogue, Teen Vogue, the W magazine, or Harper Bazaar. And of course,
there are numerous fashion disasters in right here that are worthy of a giggle - I'd even choose
the book for that only. I like this one This is an extremely entertaining book. I recommend
passing over this book and getting one which really will help you develop good fashion feeling.
publication is not for individuals who know something about fashion It's out of question that the
book is ideal for $6. The "don'ts" in this book are outfits which any person, who offers ever been
thinking about fashion - knows that its something you definitely don't put on. Nonetheless it
provides one big minus - it is intended for people who know nothing about fashion. Found not
much information for me. Glamour should have better books with guidelines that every woman
can use and not for those who just after buying this reserve decided to dress nicely.
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